


Well, well, well… 





I should have gotten to this earlier.  





 



I love AbEx, but you know that.  







 



The Moscow Murders. Wow.  









 



As far as food goes, I’m fairly simple.  

 I like the simple things—steak, mushrooms, garlic, onions, burgers, 

pizza. I’ve got to be careful these days, but I’ve learned that a bit of a cheat is 

OK once in a while. It’s really carbs and sugars I have to be careful with, and 

that means very little pizza.  

 It does not mean no pizza.  

 There is a line of pizza crusts that use cornmeal, and they’ve got a 

really good gluten-free one. We buy a two-pack and one gets fake cheese, 

since Vanessa can’t do the dairy anymore, and one with a olive oil brush and a 

little cheese. I like to sauté up a lean pork with diced mushrooms, onions, and 

garlic in basil, Italian seasoning, and a touch of . Then, I add that on top, top 

with a little fake ricotta (which is better than regular ricotta oddly) and I cook 

in the air fryer.  

 I have no idea why it’s so good.  

 Not being able to do gluten, and having to hold down fats as much as 

I can, does mean I don’t get as much variety as I’d like, but my numbers are 

solid, which is the thing I consider to be really important.  

 Of course, the kids have their own difficulties: no cheese on one, no 

sauce on teh other. Why we gotta be so difficult??? 





It has begun. 









Wow, I see the dumb.  

 Pacificon is a gaming expo I used to attend in the dark 

dim past. It’s where I met my first gamer friends WAY back in the 

1980s. Sadly, they just released their COVID policies and man, 

are they dumb.  

 Basically, they say that there’s no mask or vax require-

ments, but they recommend them for all attendees. The part I 

think is just stupid is that GMs can’t even require that their play-

ers wear masks at their tables!  

 They say that masking is a choice for each individual 

attendee. As we’ve seen recently, most vividly with this year’s 



Eastercon, that idea just doesn’t work. When you compare the 

policies of Eastercon vs. those of CostumeCOn, both at about the 

same time, both in areas with roughly the same COVID rates, and 

about the same size (I think CostumeCon was a little bigger) we 

saw the one with the strong code not be a super-spreader and 

the one without seeing a lot of infections.  

 The thing is we are failing at caring about attendees. I 

went back and forth with the Pacificon Facebook team asking 

about what steps they’re taking to protect attendees, ie. Airflow 

and purification. No response, and I’m pretty sure it’s because 

they just won’t do any. The idea is that COVID is done (and we’re 

down to about .3% of the population being infected here in Sili-

con Valley, and Santa Clara, where Pacificon will take place, has 

been hovering around 1-in-1500 or so the last month. But that’s 

still enough that a single infected individual could become a 

strong vector. While most of the COVID trackers were stopped 

when Federal support ended (and the Biden administration has a 

lot to answer for there!) the data I managed to find show that 

there are pockets of California that still have .5%+ infection rates 

(the Central Valley, including Patterson) and parts of Nevada and 

Arizona had .75% counties as late as early May.  

 0 COVID is a hard line to hold, and COVID deaths are now 

rare (last I checked it was about .1% of all infections locally) but 

we’re still not in the range to fully understand long-term infec-

tion effects. My doctor thinks my heart issues were likely wors-

ened by my incredibly mild COVID case in August 2022. Looking 

at before and after numbers shows marked differences. We’ve 

heard anecdotes of mental impairments, long-term, that seem to 

be related. To become reckless now is a terrible idea, and one I 

am fairly certain will bite us hard when some variant arises that 



is as bad as those first waves and we’ve loosened so much that 

we can only watch as it ravages us. That’s a possibility, and while 

most of the ones we’ve seen gain strength the last few months 

have been like a bad cold, they’re still knocking some folks out. 

 Yes, I will hold a con responsible for not having a robust 

COVID policy and won’t attend any that don’t. If #ChrisCon50 

happens, there will be required masking unless we’re at 0 

COVID. This is exactly like when  you’re taking anti-biotics and 

stop because it looks like it’s cleared up, only to come roaring 

back.  



 



My Father’s Day ruled! 







 



 



The 2021 National Video Registry!  









 



Mahler was High School.  

 I started listening to some classical in High School. I had three or four 

CDs, having been given a CD player Christmas 1988 or 89, and first ones I 

know of were Stravinski’s Rite of Spring, THe Best of Beethoven, and the one I 

played the absolute hell out of,  Titan.  

 Now, I am aware that Titan, as the incredibly cheap CD called it, is 

actually Mahler’s first symphony, but that doesn’t matter, because it was eye-

opening.  

 The piece opened hot, and it instantly brought to mind a storm in a 

way I can only attribute to having watched a lot of Disney movies as a kid.  

 The whole piece feels like a Wings song, and I always thought that it 

was kinda cobbled together, much like Live and Let Die, but somehow they’re 

Mahler 



all there, all right, all moving you through something. It’s not exactly right, but 

it all feels right when you experience it.  

 I discovered Das Lied von der Erde because of Tom Lehrer, and I have 

to say that it was what got me interested in Opera more than Madama 

Butterfly. Before I heard it, I thought Pucini’s masterpiece was the only Opera 

worth hearing. I was proven wrong, and now that I am aware it wasn’t actual-

ly an opera (I really knew, and now know, next to nothing about the intrica-

cies of classical musical stuff) I still say that it’s in that universe! It’s just gor-

geous, though I can’t understand a single word of it. It’s the use of the voice 

as an instrument that I love about Opera, and that apparently isn’t the right 

way to do it.  

 The way he wrote music was in conversation with both sides of his 

time. There was a movement towards a modernist perspective, and some of it 

has a lot of Mahler to it. It’s as if all of early 20th century music passed 

through Mahler and his contemporary Jean Sibelius. You can hear his influ-

ence on Schoenberg and Webern, but you can add Aaron Copland, Kurt Weill, 

and Shoshtakovich to that list. These, oddly, are soe of y other favorites, espe-

cially Copland.  

 Mahler had a revival, partly due to Copland, but largely due to Leon-

ard Bernstein. In the 1960s, with LPs of his work becoming popular with Clas-

sical music listeners, he became much more popular with the Orchestral 

world again, and even ended up mentioned in one of the greatest songs in the 

history of Musical Theatre—Ladies Who Lunch from Company.  

 I still go to Mahler a fair bit when I need classical for the drive home. 

In fact, I have a playlist; it’s called Drive-9 closed. Starts with Das Lieb von der 

Erde then it’s The Smiths, Big Audio Dynamite, and Daft Punk.  

 Gustav would be proud.  



 



As should be obvious, I like coffee.  











 



OK, so this submersible. 







 


